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On October 27, 2022, the court ordered Plaintiffs initial filings stricken from the
record due to extraordinary incomprehensibly, granting leave to file, Within 14 days, an
amended pleading with comprehensibility minimally sufficient for the court to process the
filing 0r this case would be dismissed. On November 6, Plaintiff filed a similarly
incomprehensible, 49-page filing. The first sentence is as follows:

If this court Holding that a)-[“Emergency Extension ”] is a recoverable
contract damage when the contract concerns matters against the defendants
b)-[“Criminal Enterprise”], or c)-[“Conference Extension”], that must be
c)-[“Granted”], it is a 1)-[“National Call”] just like calling the police, if they
failed to fallow the laws, which means they are liable for all claims, and 2)-
[‘Unlimited Damages”] must be imposed. or all evidence must be upload to
Pacer before Schedule any further conference, or if the Situation is d)-[“m
Complex”], or which the inventor is questioning the defendants performance,
Within the the content additional submissions filed across the country, i)-
[“Exhibit III’], which we said that they are voluminous for mailing without
them consider the constitutional Violations.

It does not become more comprehensible thereafter.

If the November 6 document is intended to be the amended pleading permitted by
the October 27 order, it fails t0 comply with the minimal comprehensibility requirement of
that order.

Though there is no comprehensible request for an extension of time, ifby use of the
word “extension,” such a request may have been intended, that request is denied. There is
no asserted good cause for any such extension. See V.R.C.P. 6(b)(1).

The November 6 document is stricken from the record for the same reasons as
explained in the October 27 order.

MANETIRONY CLERVRAIN, et al.,
Plaintiffs,

V.

STATE OF VERMONT,
Defendant.
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SO ORDERED this 7th day of November, 2022. 
 

_____________________ 
Robert A. Mello 
Superior Judge 
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